EXPEDITIONS

Vikings were brave and
skilful sailors. They even steered their
ships to unknown waters. Which four countries (1, 2, 3, and
4) did the Vikings discover? Find out by solving mysteries. Write
the lands into squares on this page. You have to borrow
some of the letters from other countries – watch closely
at the frames of the squares.
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Nagu

WHAT ARE THE FLAGS SAYING?
THE OLDEST OF US
IN FINLAND WAS 32
YEARS OLD.

FIND AND COUNT (page 2)
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DID YOU KNOW THAT THE
ARCHI PELAG O IS MADE UP
OF
SOM E 40 000 ISLANDS?

SAILING SAFELY (page 2)
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1. What is this area of thousands of islands called?

1.

SOLVE THE
CROSSWORD

2.

3. Do you recognize the big
bird of prey in the picture? It
almost became extinct in the
70’s because of environmental
pollution, but was saved by
winter-feeding!
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2. Here in the northern
hemisphere, which heavenly
body in the night sky tells the 5.
location of north?
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4. Which part of a sailing boat
keeps the boat stable?
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8.

5. In seafaring, what do you call determining the location of the
ship and safely steering the ship amongst the islands?

9.

6. What is the title of the person who boards the ship and safely
instructs it to the harbour?

8. What is the Finnish name of Nagu?
9. Which tree species? These tall trees grow close to the sea,
on the other side of the sandy beach next to the harbour.

7. The water of the Baltic Sea is a mix of salty
and sweet water. What is this water called?
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TH E BA LTI C SEA
IS TH E SECOND
LA RG EST SEA WI TH
A MI X OF SA LTY
AND SW EET WATE R.
TH E LA RG EST IS TH E
BLAC K SEA .
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AND COUNT
2. FIND
-and remember the flags
SQUARE 1
Find the big stone gate that stands before the front door of Nagu
church. Write the year on the gate on the fish net and solve the puzzle.

SQUARE 2
There is a red and white grid painted on the bedrock
behind the bell tower. How many small squares does the
grid contain? The red bell tower is on a wooded hill near
the church.

SQUARE 3
There are seals “living”
in Nagu harbour. How
many can you find?

13

SQUARES 7 & 12
Look for the quay of Nagu yacht
club (Nagu segelsällskap). There
are numbers on both sides of the
animals pictured on the gate. Write
the numbers to the cairn stones and
solve.
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SQUARE 11
Can you find sea horses on the sandy (red + blue) x all together
=
beach next to the harbour? Fill in the
silver + red + blue
formula with the help of the sea horses.

3. SAILING SAFELY

The waters of Finland are filled with countless rocks, but nowadays we are lucky have beacons that guide ships through the waters safely.
It has been estimated that a third of all the beacons in the world can be found in Finnish waters.
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